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Activities for the year

1. The committee convened hearings and made recommendations to Executive Associate
   Dean Peter Kloosterman in response to one grievance filed by a student, and initiated
   procedures for two additional grievances which were dropped before they came to a
   hearing. The grievance that went to hearing concerned a student’s complaint that a
   report of plagiarism filed against her was incorrectly filed and this complaint was
   ultimately resolved at the Dean of Faculties’ level. The dropped complaints concerned
   two separate appeals for change of grade.

2. The committee discussed changes to the wording of our grievance procedures and
   policy to bring us into line with the campus policies and procedures which have been
   revised recently. These revisions are still on my desk to be drafted and sent to the
   committee for approval. From the committee level they will proceed to Policy Council
   for approval in the fall.